
Technical Tips 
FLOOR REPLACEMENT 

Although I was doing a total re- loom in your car, you are asking for 
storation of my car I can suggest trouble. Most of the old wire insul-by Pete Haldiman 
several other reasons for floorboardsation is so rotten that all it takes 

I've just finished replacing the to be replaced, First of all the is one hard bump to knock it off , 
floor in my 1934 DeSoto Coupe. I am floorboards smell. After 50 years Rotten insulation in a metal body, 
writing down what I learned not so they have absorbed a lot of oil, gas what a hazard! Most of the wiring in 
much for you who have the original dirt and other contaminants. Sec- the car is contained in one long, 
floors, but for you who have nothing ondly, they are made of 50 year old thick loom. The loom is attached to 
to work with. This may be a help, plywood that is not nearly as strong the left frame rail and extends from 
too for people trying to determine as it once was. My guess is that in headlights to taillights. It passes 
if their floor has been replaced every case the plywood glue has fail-up to the dash in the panel next to 
correctly. Remember, this applies toed and that your floor is now com- the driver's feet. This wiring can 
my car. Unless other folks write in posed of five layers of 1/8" veneer, be replaced easily if the floorboards 
with their comments I don• t know if The back legs of the front seat sit are removed I 
it applies to say 1937 Chryslers. directly on the floor with no sup-

port from frame or body, Thirdly, 
The •34 DeSoto has plywood floors, old, weak, oily floorboards are pro
wood bows in the roof, a couple of bably a significant fire hazard, The 
wood braces on the bottom below the exhaust system is only inches from 
trunk, wood seat backs and a wood the wood, Fourthly, working with 
trun.Jc access door. Otherwise, the wood is a task most people can han
entire car is metal. The floorboardsdle. If you can replace your own 
are supported by a steel lip built floor you can save yourself money 
into the body. This lip is contin- and get that feeling of accomplish
uous around most of the wood pieces. ment. Although there may be 20 to 40 
steel nuts are attached to this lip hours of work involved, the project 
allowing the use of 1/4" flathead won't put your car out of action for 
machine screws to fasten floorboards months or years. Last but not the 
to body, The Typical Details drawingleast reason for replacing floor
shows a cross-section th rou gh floor-boards is your car's wiring. If you 
boards, body and frame. still have the original 50 year old 
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By far the biggest problem I had in 
replacing the floor was removal of 
the old attaching hardware, Very few 
items in the entire car were cad
mium plated. As far as I could tell 
there were no rust prevention meas
ures taken on the sc rews or washers 
holding the plywood floor boards, I 
tried to remove the boards in one 
piece so that they could be used for 
patterns, but most of the screw s 
were just frozen solid , Many of the m 
broke offf wit h the result t hat the 
stub had to be drilled out of t he 
nut and the nut rethreaded. 
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llsing what was left of the old wood As shown on the Typical Details, the larger driveshaft tunnels than cars 
I ma.de patterns out of butcher paper.original wood had pieces of felt without overdrive sothe floors are 
I then cut the new floorboards out stapled to the edge , This helped to different, Coupe floors are different 
of 5/8" ACX p~ywood ( "A" meaz:is it is seal out water and air. Since the from sedan floors, Early' J4s hung the 
nice on one sides "C" means it is not felt also absorbed moisture, it al- battery from . the floorboards, later 
so nice on the other side: and "X" so made ideal conditions for rust - cars had a bracket attached to the 
means exterior glue ) , The original ing of the steel lip and contribut- frame, I used a mudflap (for a big 
floor showed no signs of paint but ed to the de-lamination of the ply- truck) for all my 1/4" rubber pads, 
it did have a fairly uniform brown wood, When I installed the new floor I bought fender washers to go be-
color to it, I didn • t know if this I re_placed the felt with 1/4" by tweenmachine screws and plywood, 
was age or due to a brown stain, so 1 1/2" foam tape, This stuff is made "California" Bill Young made a set 
I simply applied clear "Spar Varnish" to seal camper shells to truck beds, of dies to produce the required . 
to each surface. I tried to keep the is sticky on one side and has slip~ countersink, Renee and a trusty ham
holes for the screws as small as pos-pery teflon on the other. It comes mer knocked out about 60 washers in 
sible so I drilled J/8" holes like in JO' rols1 I used about 40', no time (she sells them for $5,00 
the factory did, Some of the holes each). 
were off so I had to file them lar- · Accompanying this article are pic
ger. You may want to use a 7/16" or tures of the finished flooring. All 
1/2" bit and save a little work, of the wood can be cut from one 
Naturally, for my new floor I used 4 1 by 8 1 sheet of plywood, All the 
all cad plated hardware , I even used metal supports and removable tun
clear "Varathane" on the washers as nel pieces were originally painted 
extra precaution against rust. black, Cars with overdrives have 

So there you have itl 
nice low-buck project 
several weekends, try 
those floorboards, 

If you want a 
to consume 
replacing 

View of top of floorboards, Grain of boards 
is as shown, Finish is clear Spar Varnish. 

View of bottom of floorboards, One has foam 
tape attached, Note metal braces for battery 
tray and four attaching points for seat legs, 


